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PARTI:

Overview and Statement of Facts

A.

Overview

1.

This application for leave to appeal asks the Court to reconsider a decision of the Federal

Court of Appeal reinstating a ruling of a Health and Safety Officer appointed under the
occupational health and safety provisions of Part II of the Canada Labour Code ("Code"). The
ruling reinstated by the Court's decision directed Canada Post to carry out annual safety
inspections on letter carrier routes and points of call in Burlington, Ontario, pursuant to the
requirements of s.125(1)(z.12) of the Code.
2.

The Health and Safety Officer's original ruling arose from a proposal made by employee

representatives on the Local Joint Health and Safety Committee to allow the Committee to carry
out inspections of letter carrier routes in Burlington, Ontario, and from a complaint that was filed
when that proposal was refused by Canada Post.
3.

The Health and Safety Officer's direction to Canada Post was overturned by a decision of

an Appeals Officer of the Occupational Health and Safety Tribunal Canada ("OHSTC"). The
Appeals Officer's decision was upheld on judicial review before the Federal Court, and
subsequently overturned as unreasonable by the Federal Court of Appeal. Canada Post now seeks
leave to appeal the ruling of the Federal Court of Appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada.
4.

The Respondent's position is that the proposed appeal does not raise any questions of

national or public importance that warrant the attention of the Court.
5.

The specific issue that is the subject of the proceedings, namely, whether Canada Post

must carry out annual inspections of letter carrier routes in Burlington with the participation of
the Local Joint Health and Safety Committee is plainly not, in and of itself, a matter of public or
national importance.
6.

The Applicant's primary argument is that the Court should grant leave in order to provide

a definitive and binding interpretation of s.125(1) of the Canada Labour Code, so as to resolve
the "uncertainty" that it submits arises from the Federal Court of Appeal's divergent majority
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-2reasons for finding the Appeals Officer's interpretation and application of the provision to be
unreasonable. The Applicant's materials indicate that it would be seeking a ruling that the
Appeals Officer's interpretation of s.125(1), overturned as unreasonable by the Federal Court of
Appeal, is not only reasonable, but correct. The arguments that the Applicant puts forward in
support of its application are premised on the assumption that the Court's ruling would provide a
definitive interpretation of the Code.
7.

The Respondent submits that the Application misconstrues the role of the Courts in the

context of judicial review on a standard of reasonableness. That role is not to provide a binding
correct interpretation of the home statute of an expert administrative tribunal, but rather to ensure
that decisions of administrative tribunals are made within the scope of their authority.
8.

This is, moreover, not a case in which there are long-standing conflicting lines of

jurisprudence at the administrative and lower court levels. The Applicant has pointed to no other
decision that has addressed the issue that the Applicant seeks to bring before the Court. There is
accordingly no possible basis on which this Court could intervene for the purpose of providing
the definitive interpretation that is sought by the Applicants.
9.

The Applicant also argues that the case raises three subsidiary legal issues that merit the

Court's intervention and guidance, specifically: 1) how courts should apply the presumption
against absurdity; 2) whether the word "and" can be read either disjunctively or conjunctively
when the French version of the statute uses the phrase "ainsi que", and; 3) how the
reasonableness standard should be applied to the interpretation of a statute.
10.

The Respondent's position is that, even if these subsidiary issues could properly be

characterized as issues of national importance warranting additional treatment by this Court,
which is denied, this case would not provide an appropriate factual or legal matrix for their
further elucidation or resolution. The case does not turn on any of these issues and the parties are
not joined on the issues as they have been characterized by the Applicant.

{C2032065.1)
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Factual and Legal Background

1.
11.

Canada Labour Code subsection 125(1)(Z.12)

Section 125(l)(z.12) of the Code is one of a list of 45 specific health and safety

obligations of employers, which are enumerated under section 125(1), "without limiting the
generality of section 124". Section 124 places a general obligation on employers to ensure the
health and safety of their employees at work in the following terms:
General duty of employer
124. Every employer shall ensure that the health and safety at work of every
person employed by the employer is protected.

12.

Section 125 commences with an introductory section setting out the circumstances in

which the duties it lists apply, and then lists the specific obligations, including the inspection
obligation at (z.12), as follows:
Specific duties of employer
125. (1) Without restricting the generality of section 124, every employer
shall, in respect of every work place controlled by the employer and, in
respect of every work activity carried out by an employee in a work place
that is not controlled by the employer, to the extent that the employer
controls the activity, ...
(z.12) ensure that the work place committee or the health and safety
representative inspects each month all or part of the work place, so that
every part of the work place is inspected at least once each year;

2.
13.

Health and Safety Officer Campbell's Directions

The Respondent, Canada Post, is a crown corporation with exclusive jurisdiction over the

establishment and operation of postal services in Canada. The Applicant, CUPW, is the
bargaining agent for letter carriers employed by Canada Post nationVvide, including letter carriers
based in Canada Post's facility in Burlington, Ontario. Pursuant to the requirements of Part II of
the Code, the parties maintain a Local Joint Health and Safety Committee, at which issues
concerning the health and safety of Canada Post employees in Burlington, Ontario are raised, and
through which the parties maintain compliance with Part II of the Code.
14.

In 2012, representatives of CUPW on the Burlington Local Joint Health and Safety

Committee proposed that their regular safety inspections be extended to include individual letter-
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-4carrier routes and points of call, and filed a formal complaint stating that the failure of Canada
Post to allow the work place committee to inspect letter-carrier routes amounted to a violation of
the Code. 1
15.

Health and Safety Officer Campbell issued a Direction requiring Canada Post to allow

the Local Joint Health and Safety ~ommittee to participate in route safety inspections pursuant to
s. 125(1)(z.12).

3.
16.

2

Decision of the Appeals Officer

The Direction of Health and Safety Officer Campbell was appealed by Canada Post to an

Appeals Officer of the Occupational Health and Safety Tribunal Canada.
17.

The Appeals Officer held that "the purpose of the work place inspection obligation is to

permit the identification of hazards and the opportunity to fix or have them fixed". This ruling
has at no time been challenged in subsequent proceedings. 3
18.

The Appeals Officer had before him Canada Post policies under which Canada Post

exercises highly detailed control over the routes and points of call covered by letter carriers in
their regular duties4 • For example:

(a)

Letter-carrier work is measured under Canada Post's "Letter Carrier Route
Measurement System", which breaks down each element of a letter carrier's work
day so as to permit Canada Post to structure routes on the basis of 480 minutes.
This includes measuring the amount of walking on each route, the number of
relay boxes, the number of stops, the number of stairs, etc. This system is also
based on the specification of work methods by Canada Post which permit the
establishment of average time values for various aspects of a letter carrier's work. 5

2
3
4

5

Canada Post Corporation v. Canadian Union of Postal Workers, 2014 OHSTC 22 (the "AO Award"),
Application Record, Tab 2(A), p. 4 at paras. 5-6
AO Award, Application Record, Tab 2(A), pgs. 4 and 5, at paras. 7 and 9
AO Award, Application Record, Tab 2(A), p. 21 at para. 96
AO Award, Application Record, Tab 2(A) at paras. 31, 100, 107 and 108
Letter Carrier Route Measurement System Manual, Respondent's Record, Tab 2(A)
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-5(b)

Canada Post Policy 1202.5 sets out a detailed protocol for delivery employees and
supervisors with respect to delivery hazards, including the identification and
investigation of hazards and a protocol for resolving hazards with customers.
Under Policy 1202.05 supervisors are responsible to investigate and report
hazards and to visit the site of unresolved hazards. Supervisors may then decide to
divert or suspend mail delivery to that location until the hazard is removed or
prevented in some way.

19.

6

In his decision the Appeals Officer summarized this evidence by noting that Canada Post

controls the work activities on letter carrier routes "right down to the way they hold their satchels
and how they walk the routes". This finding was not subject to challenge in either the judicial
review or appeal proceedings. 7
20.

In reviewing the language of section 125(1), the Appeals Officer noted that "subsection

125(1) specifically accounts for the employer who controls both the work place and the activity,
or solely the activity and not the work place", but nevertheless found that "it becomes clear on a
plain reading" that "(i) some obligations apply to any employer, whether or not they control the
work place, as long as they control the work activity, and (ii) other obligations, in order to be
executed, require that the employer have control of the physical work place."8
21.

The Appeals Officer ruled that"[c]ontrol over the work place is necessary" to permit the

identification of hazards and the opportunity to fix them or have them fixed. 9 •
22.

The Appeals Officer then held that because Canada Post "does not have physical control

over the individual points of call or lines of route of a letter carrier, in that "many points of call
are private property", it could not be said that a point of call or line of route is controlled by the
employer". 10

6
7
8
9
10

Canada Post Policy 1202.05, Hazards and Impediments to Delivery on Route, Respondent's Record, Tab 2
(B)
AO Award, Application Record, Tab 2(A), p. 22 at para. 98
AO Award, Application Record, Tab 2(A), p. 21 at para. 93
AO Award, Application Record, Tab 2(A), p. 21 at para. 96
AO Award, Application Record, Tab 2(A), p. 22 at paras. 98-99
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23.

On the basis of this line of reasoning the Appeals Officer ruled that "subsection

125(1)(z.12) does not apply to any place where a letter carrier is engaged in work outside of the
physical building at 688 Brant St. Burlington, Ontario ... " 11

4.
24.

Decision of the Federal Court

Before the Federal Court CUPW's arguments focused on the inconsistency between the

Appeals Officer's factual findings acknowledging that Canada Post can identify and take steps to
fix hazards on letter carrier routes ·and the ruling that Canada Post did not have to carry out
annual inspections based on the reasoning that, in the absence of "physical control" over a work
place, it was not possible for it to engage the purpose of the inspection provision, which was held
to be to identify and fix hazards on letter carrier routes.
25.

The Application Judge held the Appeals Officer's interpretation of s.125(1) and

paragraph 125(1)(z.12) to be reasonable, although "not necessarily correct", on grounds that the
Appeals Officer's determination that the employer can only satisfy certain obligations imposed
by the subsection when in control of the work place was driven by "a determination that the
underlying purpose of paragraph 125(1)(z.12) can only be achieved where the employer is in a
position to both identify and fix hazards". 12
26.

The Application Judge further held that the Appeals Officer did not adopt an

unreasonable interpretation of "control" in considering section 125(1) of the Code, on grounds
that "it was not unreasonable for the Appeals Officer to conclude that an employer did not
control the work place and in turn could not effectively carry out an inspection and accomplish
the underlying purpose of paragraph 125(1)(z.12) given that "the employer does not exercise
physical control over the points of call or lines of route" and that "there was no dispute that many
points of call are private property". 13
27.

The Federal Court decision concludes with the statement that "In my view the Appeals

Officer's interpretation of subsection 125(1) and paragraph 125(1)(z.12) demonstrates sensitivity
to preserving the broad nature of the employer's obligations to ensure the health and safety of its
11
12
13

AO Award, Application Record, Tab 2(A, p. 22 at para. 99
Federal Court Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2{B), p. 47 and 48, at para. 52
Federal Court Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(B), p. 48 and 49 at para. 54
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employees without placing obligations upon the employer that the latter would be unable to
fulfil" .14
28.

At no point in the course of the analysis did the Application Judge's decision address the

factual findings that Canada Post Corporation is fully able to identify and take steps to have
hazards fixed on letter carrier routes and points of call, and therefore is not, in relation to these
work locations, "unable to fulfil" an obligation that had been held to be directed at this purpose.

5.
29.

Federal Court of Appeal Decision

The position taken by CUPW before the Federal Court of Appeal was that the

interpretation placed upon s.125(1)(z.12) of the Code by the Appeals Officer could not be found
reasonable where there are multiple other possible interpretations that are more, or at least
equally, consistent with the statutory language and which serve to promote, rather than defeat,
the remedial purpose of the statutory regime.
30.

15

More specifically, CUPW took the position that the Application Judge erred by finding,

contrary to the language, context, scheme and purpose of the Code and to a proper application of
established principles of statutory interpretation:

(a)

that the interpretation given by the Appeals Officer to section 125(1)(z/12) is
reasonable, where it fails to apply all of the words of section 125(1)(z.12) and
reads words out of that statutory provision;

(b)

that the interpretation given to s.125(1)(z.12) is reasonable, where an annual
inspection of letter carrier routes by the work place committee could identify
hazards and give Canada Post Corporation an opportunity to fix or have them
fixed, which is the purpose of the statutory provision as found by the Appeals
Officer, and, where the Appeals Officer recognizes that the Code must be

14
15

Federal Court Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(B), p. 51 at para. 58
Memorandum of Fact and Law ofCUPW before the Federal Court of Appeal, Respondent's Record, Tab 2
(C)
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-8interpreted liberally, and that subsection 125(1) must be interpreted so as to bind
employers to its obligations "to the fullest extent possible";

(c)

that it is reasonable to interpret s.125(1)(z.12) such that there is "no need" to
address the question of whether Canada Post's control over the letter carrier's
work activity and points of call on his/her route is sufficient to engage the
obligation to inspect under section 125(1)(z.12), and irrelevant that Canada Post
does in fact exercise sufficient control over letter carrier routes and points of call
to meet the stated purpose of section 125(l)z.12).

(d)

In the alternative, that the Application Judge erred by finding the Appeals
Officer's decision to be reasonable where it places an unduly restrictive
interpretation on "control" as being limited to circumstances under which an
employer has "exclusive access" and/or a right to alter the physical work place,
where this definition does not appear in the statute and is not consistent with the
remedial intent and objectives of section 125(1) and of the statute as a whole.

6.
31.

Reasons of Justice Near

The factual background of the case is set out in the dissenting reasons of Justice Near,

whose reasons were read and commented on in the majority reasons of Justices Nadon and
Rennie. All three judges agreed that the appropriate standard of review was that of
reasonableness.
32.

Justice Near would have found the Appeals Officer's decision to be supportable on the

statutory language of s.125(1), which applies the obligations in two circumstances: 1) where
employers control the work place and 2) where employers do not control the work place but do
control the work activity because: "[w]hile the two circumstances are separated by "and" .. ., the
word "and" may be read disjunctively or conjunctively depending on the context".

16

FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), p. 80, para. 16
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Justice Near would have held the Appeals Officer to have reasonably concluded that

"Canada Post does not have sufficient capacity or control outside of the physical Canada Post
building in Burlington to achieve the purpose of paragraph (z.12)".
34.

17

In this regard Justice Near stated that he disagreed with CUPW's position that the

Appeals Officer's factual findings that Canada Post "seeks to identify and resolve hazards at
point of call as well as carry out route audits in certain areas" served to demonstrate that the
respondent has the capacity to achieve the purpose of (z.12), which had been held by the Appeals
Officer to be "to identify and fix hazards". Justice Near held in this regard that "If the obligation
to ensure an inspection applied to work places not under the employer's control, the respondent
would not simply be expected to attempt to identify and fix hazards and carry out some route
audits. Rather, the respondent would be legally obliged to ensure that any hazard on any letter
carrier route, including on private property, was identified and fixed". 18 •
35.

On this basis Justice Near would have found that the Appeals Officer's interpretation did

not serve to undermine the objectives of the Code, because "it promotes the public welfare
objectives of the Code without over-extending the work place inspection obligation beyond what
is reasonable and logical" .19

7.
36.

Reasons of Justice Nadon

Justice Nadon held the Appeals Officer's decision to be unreasonable on two separate and

independent grounds. First, he held that the Appeals Officer's interpretation of section 125(1) as
setting out some obligations that apply exclusively where an employer controls the work place
was not one that was open to him given "the text, context and purpose of the Code". Second, he
held that the Appeals Officer "unreasonably found that the obligation found at paragraph
125(1)(z.12) could not be fulfilled by the respondent because it did not have control of the work
place, i.e. it did not have access or exclusive access to private properties 11 • 20

17
18
19
20

FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), p. 81, para. 18
FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), pgs. 82 and 83, para. 20
FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), p. 82, para. 21
FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), pp .. 90, 95 and 98, paras 43, 57, 67
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-10 37.

Justice Nadon's reasons for decision commence with the observation that there was no

disagreement over the applicable principles of statutory interpretation, including that the Code,
the purpose of which is to protect the health and safety of workers, is deserving of a generous
interpretation in order to attain the purpose and objectives of the statutory scheme.
38.

21

Justice Nadon found subsection 125(1) of the Code to be "clear and unambiguous" in

providing that every employer shall fulfil the obligations it sets out if either one of the two
circumstances it outlines is met. In Justice Nadon's view the Appeals Officer "made no real
attempt to interpret. ... the provision as per the accepted rules of interpretation". 22
39.

In response to Justice Near's observation that "and" may be read disjunctively where the

context requires it, Justice Nadon observed that the French version of s.125(1).of the Code uses
the term "ainsi que", which in his view is not open to a disjunctive reading, further observing
that, even if it could be so read, the subsection still requires that the obligations be applied in
both situations23 • Moreover, Justice Nadon held that there is "nothing in the context or the
purpose of the legislation which supports the interpretation of subsection 125(1) reached by the
Appeals Officer". 24
40.

For all of these reasons Justice Nadon concluded that the Appeals Officer's interpretation

of subsection 125(1) of the Code "is not one that falls within the range of acceptability and
defensibility in respect of the law". 25
41.

Justice Nadon also put forward a second and independent basis for his ruling, namely that

it was also not reasonable for the Appeals Officer to find that the obligation found at
s.125(1)(z.12) could not be fulfilled by Canada Post. 26
42.

Justice Nadon held that, "on the evidence before the Appeals Officer, Canada Post was

fully able to identify and address hazards to employee health and safety on letter carrier routes
and points of call. "27

21
22
23
24
25
26

FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), p. 90, para. 47
FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), p. 92, para. 49
FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), p. 94, para 55
FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C) p. 95, para. 57
FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), p. 95, para. 57
FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), pgs. 95 and 96. para. 59
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Justice Nadon's reasons review that evidence at some length, including Canada Post's

Policy 1202.05 which, as he notes, describes itself as a document that "outlines the necessary
steps" to be taken "to identify and correct hazards and impediments to delivery". 28
44.

Justice Nadon concluded that Canada Post's existing policies demonstrate that "control

over private property is not necessary to fulfil the paragraph 125(1)(z.12) obligation" with the
effect that "the Appeals Officer's finding, on the evidence before him, that the respondent could
not perform the paragraph 12S(l)(z.12) obligation is in my respectful view, unreasonable". 29

8.
45.

Reasons of Justice Rennie

Justice Rennie's reasons were written with the benefit ofreading the reasons for judgment

of both Justice Near and Justice Nadon. Justice Rennie concurred with Justice Nadon's
conclusions, but added that, in his view, the limiting words in section 125(l)(z.12) "to the extent
that the employer controls the activity" had the effect that "the extent of control of the activity
necessarily informs the extent of the inspection obligation", such that each case "requires a fact
specific analysis". 30
46.

Justice Rennie noted that the Appeals Officer in this case had found there to be control

over the activity of letter carriers "right down to the way they hold their satchels and how they
walk the routes", and stated that, on that basis, he concurred with Justice Nadon's disposal of the
appeal. Justice Rennie noted that in future cases, on different facts, the Occupational Health and
Safety Tribunal may re-examine "the scope of the activity and the segregation of those aspects of
it which are beyond the control of the employer". That issue was, as noted by Justice Rennie, a
"case for another day". 31

27
28
29
30
31

FCA Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), p. 96, para. 61
FCA, Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), pgs. 96-98, paras. 61-66
FCA, Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C, p. 98. paras. 66 - 67
FCA, Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), p. 103, para. 80
FCA, Reasons for Decision, Application Record, Tab 2(C), p. l 03, para. 81
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PART II:

STATEMENT OF ARGUMENT

A.

Position of the Respondent

47.

The only question for resolution is whether this case raises questions of such public and

national importance that it warrants the attention of the Supreme Court of Canada. The position
of the Respondent is that it does not.
48.

The issue that is the subject of the proceedings, namely, whether Canada Post must carry

out annual inspections of letter carrier routes in Burlington with the participation of the Local
Joint Health and Safety Committee is plainly not, in and of itself, a matter of public or national
importance. Accordingly, any national importance or other significance must derive from the
precedential impact of the decision, or the crystallization within the confines of the case of a
subsidiary legal issue that is of independent national or public importance. This case meets
neither threshold.
49.

The issues in this proceeding are highly fact specific. The pivotal issue that separates the

dissenting and majority judgments at the Federal Court of Appeal is whether "the Appeals
Officer's factual findings that Canada Post 'seeks to identify and resolve hazards at points of call
as well as carry out route audits in certain areas"' do, or do not, "serve to demonstrate that the
respondent has the capacity to achieve the purpose of (z.12), which had been held by the Appeals
Officer to be 'to identify and fix hazards'." Justice Near held that they do not. Justice Nadon held
that, on the evidence, there was no conclusion open to the Appeals Officer other than that
Canada Post could identify and fix hazards on routes. Justice Rennie states that his concurrence
with Justice Nadon in the result was based on the finding of the Appeals Officer that Canada
Post controls the activity of letter carriers on its routes "right down to the way they hold their
satchel and how they walk the routes" .32
50.

It is submitted that the other points of divergence between the dissenting and majority

reasons of the Federal Court of Appeal flow ultimately from the differing perspectives on this
key issue, since all the Federal Court of Appeal judges accept the principle that the Code's

32

AO Award, Application Record, Tab 2(A), p. 22, para 98
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- 13 provisions must be given a generous interpretation so as to bind employers to its obligations "to
the fullest extent possible".
51.

In our submission the resolution of the disagreement between the judges on this issue is a

matter that lies far outside this Court's mandate.
52.

Moreover, the Respondent submits that the precedential impact of the decision must be

assessed with reference to the fact that these are judicial review proceedings with a standard of
review of reasonableness. As a result the decision of the Federal Court of Appeal stands solely
for the principle that the specific interpretation placed upon s.125(1)(z.12) by the Appeals
Officer is not reasonable. The Court's decision does not purport to otherwise bind future
administrative decision-makers charged with the interpretation and application of Part II of the

Code.
53.

CUPW's specific responses to the arguments put forward by the Applicant are set out

below.

B.

Response to the Applicant's Arguments
1.

54.

Applicant Issue #1: Interpretation of s.125(1) of the Canada Labour Code

The Applicant seeks leave in order to obtain from the Court a binding interpretation of

subsection 125(1) of the Code. It seeks to have the Court provide a substantive answer to the
question: "When and to what extent do all the duties in s.125(1) of the Code apply to areas of the
work place not controlled by the employer?".
55.

While Part II of the Canada Labour Code is undoubtedly legislation of broad application

and significance, it is also legislation whose interpretation and application has been assigned by
the legislature to expert administrative tribunals, in this case, Health and Safety Officers, and the
Occupational Health and Safety Tribunal Canada. This is not in dispute in the case at bar, which
has at all times been argued on the basis that the applicable standard of review is that of
reasonableness.
56.

The Applicant's submission that the Court should intervene to clear up any "confusion"

arising from "the conflicting majority reasons" of the Federal Court of Appeal misconstrues the

{C2032065.1)

role of the courts in the context of a judicial review application. That role is not to provide
binding correct interpretations of the home statutes of expert administrative tribunals, but rather
to ensure that decisions of administrative tribunals are made within the scope of their authority.
57.

The Court has recently addressed this very issue in Wilson v. Atomic Energy o[Canada, a

decision concerning judicial review of an administrative decision-maker's interpretation of the
unjust dismissal provisions of the Co_de. In Wilson a majority of the Court held that, even in the
face of conflicting lines of jurisprudence at the administrative tribunal and court level over a
substantial period of time, the proper standard of review remained that of reasonableness. 33
58.

Indeed, even the dissenting judges in Wilson who would have intervened to resolve the

conflicting decisions below, in order to promote the "uniformity in the application of the law"
that is relied on by this Applicant as the primary reason to grant leave, would have done so in
that case only because "[f]or decades, labour adjudicators across the country have come to
conflicting interpretations of the unjust dismissal provisions of Part III of the Code", and in a
situation in which different lower courts had ruled both interpretations to be reasonable.
59.

34

In this case, by contrast, the Applicant can point to no conflicting cases on the

interpretive issue it seeks to have the Court intervene to resolve. There is therefore no possible
basis on which this Court could intervene for the purpose of providing the definitive
interpretation that is sought by the Applicants.
60.

The Respondent further notes in regard to the "confusion" that the Applicant alleges to

arise from the decision of the Federal Court of Appeal that the scheme of Part II of the Code is
not to provide employers with a complete road map of the specific steps they must take to meet
their health and safety obligations. Section 125(1) does not purport to be an exhaustive list of the
health and safety obligations of employers. Instead, it specifically states that the listed
obligations do not detract from the more general obligation in section 124 "to ensure that the
health and safety at work of every person employed by the employer is protected."

33
34

Wilson v. Atomic Energy of Canada, 2016 SCC 29, at para 17 ("Wilson") Respondent's Record, Tab 3
Wilson, supra, at para 83, per Cote and Brown, in dissenting reasons, Respondent's Record, Tab 3
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The scheme of the occupational health and safety provisions of the Code is, as Labour

Canada has said, to put in place an "internal responsibility system" that gives "employers and
employees joint responsibility for the safety of all workers while at their workplace" and requires
the establishment of Local Joint Health and Safety Committees to this end. 35
62.

In the submission of the Respondent this system is not one that depends on strict

guidance from above, but is instead one that recognizes that protecting the health and safety of
employees is a highly fact and situation specific endeavour, best carried out in the first instance
by those with direct knowledge of the work place, and with the participation of those whose
safety is at stake. It is a statutory scheme that places general obligations on local work place
parties to take whatever steps they identify as necessary to ensure health and safety at work. It is
submitted that some lack of specificity at the legislative level about the scope of health and
safety obligations in any particular work place is both an inherent and productive feature of this
statutory scheme.
63.

In any event, the Respondent submits that any uncertainty that does arise from the

decision of the Federal Court of Appeal is a matter for resolution by the Occupational Health and
Safety Tribunal Canada.
64.

The Respondent further submits that the Applicant's arguments concerning the alleged

"impossibility" of meeting the obligation under s.125(1)(z.12) in fact situations other than those
presented by letter carrier routes in Burlington Ontario are, similarly, as Justice Rennie states,
matters for the Occupational Health and Safety Tribunal Canada and "for another day"
65.

The issue of "impossibility" is not one that arises on the specific facts of this case, since it

is not in dispute that the high level of control exercised by Canada Post over letter carrier routes
allows Canada Post to identify and address hazards on letter carrier routes.
66.

The Respondent therefore submits that the scope of the obligation set out in

s.125(1)(z.12) in other fact situations is a matter that should be resolved by the administrative
decision-makers charged by the legislature with the interpretation and application of the

35

Changes
to
the
Canada
Labour
Code,
Part
II
effective
October
31,
[http://www.labour.gc.ca/eng/health_safety/ Partllchanges.shtml, Respondent's Record Tab 2 (D)
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the work place at issue. Further, given the scheme of the Code, they would be generated by a
complaint filed within the work place by a local work place party who can reasonably be
presumed to have arrived at the opinion that the obligation is not impossible to fulfill and that its
fulfilment would serve to promote health and safety in that work place.
67.

Finally, the Respondent notes that, even if the Court were to conclude that the question

that the Applicant seeks to place before the Court is one that merits its attention, an appeal of this
case may not provide an answer to the question: "when and to what extent do all the duties in
s.125(1) of the Code apply to areas of the work place not controlled by the employer?".
68.

First, because a determination by the Court of the reasonableness of the decision of the

Appeals Officer does not necessarily resolve this question. Indeed, at the Federal Court level the
applicant was successful, but the court's decision indicated that the Appeals Officer's
interpretation of the provision, while reasonable, was "not necessarily correct".
69.

Second, because this case can be disposed of on the second basis set out in the decision of

Justice Nadon, namely that, if Canada Post can identify and address hazards without "physical
control" over letter carrier routes, then either (z.12) is not among the provisions that cannot be
imposed on employers who lack "control over the workplace" or, alternatively, "control over the
workplace" does not require rights of exclusive access or ownership. Either one of these
resolutions would make it unnecessary to decide the question of whether certain obligations
listed under s.125(1) apply exclusively to work places controlled by the employer - the issue put
forward by the Applicant as the reason this Court should hear the case.
2.
70.

Applicant Issue 2(a) - The presumption against absurdity

The Respondent submits that this issue is not a matter of national importance warranting

the attention of this Court. Moreover, this case would not provide an appropriate opportunity for
the Court to further elucidate the presumption against absurdity, even if the Court were to see a
need to do so, since:

{C2032065.1)

(a)

This issue does not arise on the facts of this case, since no party has argued that it
is absurd to find that the high level of control exercised by Canada Post over letter
carrier routes allows it to identify and address hazards on letter carrier routes;

(b)

The argument from absurdity arises only on the Applicant's unilateral
characterization of the issues, since the Respondent has at no time taken the
position that every employer must inspect every part of every work place,
irrespective of the extent of its legal and practical capacity to identify and take
steps to fix hazards in that work place;

(c)

The Court of Appeal decision from which leave to appeal is sought does not
discuss this issue, as is acknowledged by the Applicant.

3.
71.

Applicant Issue 2(b)-the meaning of the word "and"

The Respondent submits that the question of whether "ainsi que" could ever be read

disjunctively is not a matter of national importance deserving of the Court's attention. The
existence of a single decision taking a different view to that held by Justice Nadon is not a sound
basis for the Court's intervention.
72.

Moreover, even if the Court were to see a need to revisit this issue, this case would not

provide a proper opportunity to do so since:
(a)

the issue has not been the subject of argument in the proceedings below;

(b)

the issue is in no way dispositive of the case, having been raised solely in the
reasons of Justice Nadon, who also held that, even if "ainsi que" could be read as
disjunctive, subsection 125(1) still imposes all the listed duties in both of the
situations it refers to, and further held that there is "nothing in the context or the
purpose of the legislation which supports the interpretation of subsection 125(1)
reached by the Appeals Officer".

73.

In addition, the Respondent submits that, given established jurisprudence that the words

of legislation are to be read in their entire context, in their grammatical and ordinary sense
harmoniously with the scheme of the Act, the object of the Act, and the intention of Parliament,
this issue of statutory interpretation is not one that can or should be addressed in the abstract.
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74.

Applicant Issue 3: How should the reasonableness standard be applied to
interpretation of a statute

The majority of this Court, in Wilson, has recently declined to revisit its established

standard of review jurisprudence and, even if those inclinations have altered over the past year,
this case does not present an appropriate opportunity through which to do so.
75.

The Respondent submits that the decision of the Federal Court of Appeal does not turn on

either of the issues put forward by the Applicant, both of which flow exclusively from the
Applicant's unilateral characterization of the reasons for decision.
76.

The Respondent submits that the Applicant's statement that "Justice Nadon developed his

own construction of s.125(1) based on a 'plain grammatical reading' and then applied it to the
interpretation of the Appeals Officer" is argumentative and inaccurate.
77.

Justice Nadon in fact held that the Appeals Officer's interpretation lacked any support in

either the text, or the "context or the purpose of the legislation" and, as a result, fell outside "the
range of acceptability and defensibility in respect of the law". Justice Rennie concurred with
Justice Nadon, except as stated in his separate reasons. There is accordingly no foundation for
the Applicant's submission that this case presents an opportunity to address "whether courts may
conduct their own interpretation of a statutory provision and then use that interpretation as the
measure of reasonableness".
78.

Moreover, on appeal, the Applicant apparently seeks to challenge the decisions of

Justices Nadon and Rennie on the basis that their analysis proceeds by first developing their own
view of the correct interpretation of s.125(1), rather than carrying out an analysis of the
reasonableness of the Appeals Officer's interpretation. At the same time, the Applicant intends to
argue that subsection 125(1) is a provision that admits of only one reasonable interpretation. This
suggests that on an appeal the Applicant would be arguing with itself with respect to the issues it
raises in relation to the standard of review.
79.

The Respondent's position is that this case is a straight-forward application of the

established jurisprudence concerning the standard of review and raises no standard of review
issues beyond those intrinsic to every judicial review application involving the application of
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has at no time been in dispute in these proceedings.
80.

For all the above reasons, the Respondent submits that the Applicant has failed to

establish that the decision appealed from raises any questions or issues of public importance of
such a nature or significance to warrant a decision by this Court.

PART Ill:
81.

ORDER REQUESTED

The Respondent requests an order dismissing this application for leave to appeal, with

costs.

ALL OF WHI/11S ~SPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THI~DAY OF OCTOBER,

2011.
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- 21 PART VII-STATUTORY PROVISIONS
Specific duties of employer

Canada Labour Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. L-2

Code canadien du travail, L.R.C. (1985), ch.

General duty of employer

L-2
Obligation generale

124 Every employer shall ensure that the 124 L'employeur veille a la protection de ses
health and safety at work of every person employes en matiere de sante et de securite au
employed by the employer is protected.
travail.
Specific duties of employer

Obligations specifiques

125 (1) Without restricting the generality of
section 124, every employer shall, in respect of
every work place controlled by the employer
and, in respect of every work activity carried
out by an employee in a work place that is not
controlled by the employer, to the extent that
the employer controls the activity,

125 (1) Dans le cadre de !'obligation generale
definie a!'article 124, l'employeur est tenu, en
ce qui conceme tout lieu de travail place sous
son entiere autorite ainsi que toute tache
accomplie par un employe dans un lieu de
travail ne relevant pas de son autorite, dans la
mesure ou cette tache, elle, en releve :

(a) ensure that all permanent and temporary a) de veiller a ce que tous les ouvrages et
buildings and structures meet the prescribed batiments permanents et temporaires soient
standards;
conformes aux normes reglementaires;
(b) install guards, guard-rails, barricades and b) d 'installer des dispositifs protecteurs, gardefences in accordance with prescribed fous, barrieres et clotures conformes aux
standards;
normes reglementaires;
(c) investigate, record and report in the manner
and to the authorities as prescribed all
accidents, occupational diseases and other
hazardous occurrences known to the employer;
(d) post in a conspicuous place accessible to
every employee
(i) a copy of this Part,
(ii) a statement of the employer's general
policy concerning the health and safety at work
of employees, and
(iii) any other printed material related to health
and safety that is prescribed or that may be
directed by the Minister;
(e) make readily available to employees for
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c) selon les modalites reglementaires,
d'enqueter sur tous les accidents, toutes les
maladies professionnelles et autres situations
comportant des risques dont i1 a connaissance,
de les enregistrer et de les signaler aux
autorites designees par les reglements;
d) d'afficher a un endroit bien en vue,
accessible atous les employes :
(i) le texte de la presente partie,
(ii) 1' enonce de ses consignes generales en
matiere de sante et de securite au travail,

(iii) les imprimes reglementaires concemant la
sante et la securite et ceux que precise le

22
- 22 examination, in printed or electronic form, a
copy of the regulations made under this Part
that apply to the work place;
(f) if a copy of the regulations is made
available in electronic form, provide
appropriate training to employees to enable
them to have access to the regulations and, on
the request of an employee, make a printed
copy of the regulations available;
(g) keep and maintain in prescribed form and
manner prescribed health and safety records;
(h) provide prescribed first-aid facilities and
health services;
(i) provide prescribed sanitary and personal
facilities;

G) provide, in accordance with prescribed
standards, potable water;
(k) ensure that the vehicles and mobile
equipment used by the employees in the course
of their employment meet prescribed
standards;

(1) provide every person granted access to the
work place by the employer with prescribed
safety materials, equipment, devices and
clothing;

ministre;
e) de mettre a la disposition des employes, de
fayon que ceux-ci puissent y avoir
effectivement acces sur support electronique
ou sur support papier une copie des reglements
d'application de la presente partie qui sont
applicables au lieu de travail;
f) lorsque les reglements d'application de la
presente partie sont mis a la disposition des
employes sur support electronique, de veiller
ce que ceux-ci rei;oivent la formation
necessaire pour etre en mesure de les consulter
et de mettre a leur disposition, sur demande,
une version sur support papier;

a

g) de tenir, selon Jes modalites reglementaires,
des dossiers de sante et de securite;
h) de fournir Jes installations de premiers soins
et les services de sante reglementaires;
i) de fournir les installations sanitaires et
personnelles reglementaires;

j) de fournir, conformement aux normes
reglementaires, de l' eau potable;

k) de veiller a ce que les vehicules et
(m) ensure that the use, operation and
l'equipement mobile que ses employes utilisent
maintenance of the following are in accordance pour leur travail soient conformes aux normes
with prescribed standards:
reglementaires;
(i) boilers and pressure vessels,
(ii) escalators, elevators and other devices for
moving persons or freight,
(iii) all equipment for the generation,
distribution or use of electricity,

1) de foumir le materiel, l'equipement, les
dispositifs et les vetements de securite
reglementaires a toute personne a qui il permet
l'acces du lieu de travail;

(iv) gas or oil burning equipment or other heat
generating equipment, and

m) de veiller a ce que soient conformes aux
normes
reglementaires
I'utilisation,
le
fonctionnement et l'entretien:

(v) heating, ventilation and air-conditioning
systems;

(i) des chaudieres et des reservoirs sous
pression,

(n) ensure that the levels of ventilation,
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- 23 lighting, temperature, humidity, sound and
vibration are in accordance with prescribed
standards;

(ii) des escaliers mecaniques, ascenseurs et
autres dispositifs destines au transport des
personnes ou du materiel,

(o) comply with prescribed standards relating
to fire safety and emergency measures;

(iii) de l' equipement servant

(p) ensure, in the prescribed manner, that

employees have safe entry to, exit from and
occupancy of the work place;
(q) provide, in the prescribed manner, each

employee with the information, instruction,
training and supervision necessary to ensure
their health and safety at work;

a la production, a
la distribution OU a}'utilisation de l'electricite,

(iv) des brfileurs a gaz OU a petrole
appareils generateurs de chaleur,

OU

autres

(v) des systemes de chauffage, de ventilation et
de conditionnement de l' air;

n) de veiller a ce que l' aeration, l' eclairage, la
temperature, l'humidite, le bruit et les
(r) maintain all installed guards, guard-rails,
vibrations soient confo
barricades and fences in accordance with
rmes aux normes reglementaires;
prescribed standards;
o) de se conformer aux normes reglementaires
(s) ensure that each employee is made aware of en matiere de prevention des incendies et de
mesures d'urgence;
every known or foreseeable health or safety
hazard in the area where the employee works;
p) de veiller, selon les modalites
(t) ensure that the machinery, equipment and
reglementaires, a ce que les employes puissent
tools used by the employees in the course of
entrer dans le lieu de travail, en sortir et y
their employment meet prescribed health,
demeurer en securite;
safety and ergonomic standards and are safe
under all conditions of their intended use;
q) d'offrir a chaque employe, selon les
(u) ensure that the work place, work spaces and modalites reglementaires, !'information, la
formation, l' entrainement et la surveillance
procedures meet prescribed ergonomic
necessaires pour assurer sa sante et sa securite;
standards;
(v) adopt and implement prescribed safety
codes and safety standards;

r) d'entretenir, conformement aux normes
reglementaires, les dispositifs protecteurs,
garde-fous, barrieres et clOtures qui y sont
installes;

(w) ensure that every person granted access to
the work place by the employer is familiar with
and uses in the prescribed circumstances and
s) de veiller ace que soient portes a I' attention
manner all prescribed safety materials,
de chaque employe les risques connus ou
equipment, devices and clothing;
previsibles que presente pour sa sante et sa
(x) comply with every oral or written direction securite l'endroit OU il travaille;
given to the employer by the Minister or an
t) de veiller a ce que l'equipement
appeals officer concerning the health and
machines, appareils et outils - utilise par ses
safety of employees;
employes pour leur travail soit conforme aux
(y) ensure that the activities of every person
normes reglementaires de sante, de securite et
granted access to the work place do not
d'ergonomie, et securitaire dans tousles usages
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auxquels il est destine;

(z) ensure that employees who have
supervisory or managerial responsibilities are
adequately trained in health and safety and are
informed of the responsibilities they have
under this Part where they act on behalf of
their employer;

u) de veiller a ce que le lieu de travail, les
postes de travail et les methodes de travail
soient conformes aux normes reglementaires
d'ergonomie;
v) d'adopter et de mettre en oeuvre les normes
et codes de securite reglementaires;

(z.01) ensure that members of policy and work
place committees and health and safety
representatives receive the prescribed training
in health and safety and are informed of their
responsibilities under this Part;
(z.02) respond as soon as possible to reports
made by employees under paragraph
126(1)(g);
(z.03) develop, implement and monitor, in
consultation with the policy committee or, if
there is no policy committee, with the work
place committee or the health and safety
representative, a prescribed program for the
prevention of hazards in the work place
appropriate to its size and the nature of the
hazards in it that also provides for the
education of employees in health and safety
matters;
(z.04) where the program referred to in
paragraph (z.03) does not cover certain hazards
unique to a work place, develop, implement
and monitor, in consultation with the work
place committee or the health and safety
representative, a prescribed program for the
prevention of those hazards that also provides
for the education of employees in health and
safety matters related to those hazards;
(z.05) consult the policy committee or, if there
is no policy committee, the work place
committee or the health and safety
representative to plan the implementation of
changes that might affect occupational health
and safety, including work processes and
procedures;
(z.06) consult the work place committee or the
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w) de veiller ace que toute personne admise
dans le lieu de travail connaisse et utilise selon
les modalites reglementaires le materiel,
l' equipement, les dispositifs et les vetements
de securite reglementaires;
x) de se conformer aux instructions verbales ou
ecrites qui lui sont donnees par le ministre OU
l'agent d'appel en matiere de sante et de
securite des employes;
y) de veiller a ce que la sante et la securite des
employes ne soient pas mises en danger par les
activites de quelque personne admise dans le
lieu de travail;
z) de veiller ace que les employes qui exercent
des fonctions de direction ou de gestion
reyoivent une formation adequate en matiere de
sante et de securite, et soient informes des
responsabilites qui leur incombent sous le
regime de la presente partie dans la mesure ou
ils agissent pour le compte de l' employeur;
z.01) de veiller ace que les membres du comite
d'orientation, ainsi que les membres du comite
local ou le representant, reyoivent la formation
reglementaire en matiere de sante et de
securite, et soient informes des responsabilites
qui leur incombent sous le regime de la
presente partie;
z.02) de repondre sans delai
au titre de l'alinea 126(1)g);

a tout rapport fait

z.03) en consultation avec le comite
d'orientation OU, a defaut, le comite local OU le
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-25 health and safety representative in the
implementation of changes that might affect
occupational health and safety, including work
processes and procedures;
(z.07) ensure the availability in the work place
of premises, equipment and personnel
necessary for the operation of the policy and
work place committees;
(z.08) cooperate with the policy and work
place committees or the health and safety
representative in the execution of their duties
under this Part;
(z.09) develop health and safety policies and
programs in consultation with the policy
committee or, if there is no policy committee,
with the work place committee or the health
and safety representative;
(z.10) respond in writing to recommendations
made by the policy and work place committees
or the health and safety representative within
thirty days after receiving them, indicating
what, if any, action will be taken and when it
will be taken;
(z.11) provide to the policy committee, if any,
and to the work place committee or the health
and safety representative, a copy of any report
on hazards in the work place, including an
assessment of those hazards;
(z.12) ensure that the work place committee or
the health and safety representative inspects
each month all or part of the work place, so
that every part of the work place is inspected at
least once each year;

representant, d'elaborer et de mettre en oeuvre
un programme reglementaire de prevention des
risques professionnels - en fonction de la
taille du lieu de travail et de la nature des
risques qui s'y posent - , y compris la
formation des employes en matiere de sante et
de securite, et d'en controler l'application;
z.04) relativement aux risques propres aun lieu
de travail et non couverts par un programme
vise al' alinea
z.03), en consultation avec le comite
d'orientation OU, a defaut, le comite local OU le
representant, d' elaborer et de mettre en oeuvre
un programme reglementaire de prevention de
ces risques, y compris la formation des
employes en matiere de sante et de securite
relativement ces risques, et d' en controler
l' application;

a

z.05) de consulter le comite d'orientation ou, a
defaut, le comite local ou le representant, en
vue de planifier la mise en oeuvre des
changements qui peuvent avoir une incidence
sur la sante et la securite au travail, notamment
sur le plan des procedes et des methodes de
travail;
z.06) de consulter le comite local ou le
representant pour la mise en oeuvre des
changements qui peuvent avoir une incidence
sur la sante et la securite au travail, notamment
sur le plan des procedes et des methodes de
travail;

z.07) de mettre a la disposition du comite
(z.13) when necessary, develop, implement and d'orientation et du comite local les
installations, le materiel et le personnel dont ils
monitor a program for the provision of
ont besoin dans le lieu de travail;
personal protective equipment, clothing,
devices or materials, in consultation, except in
emergencies, with the policy committee or, if
there is no policy committee, with the work
place committee or the health and safety
representative;
(z.14) take all reasonable care to ensure that all
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z.08) de collaborer avec le comite d'orientation
et le comite local ou le representant pour
l' execution des responsabilites qui leur
incombent sous le regime de la presente partie;
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place, other than the employer's employees,
are informed of every known or foreseeable
health or safety hazard to which they are likely
to be exposed in the work place;
(z.15) meet with the health and safety
representative as necessary to address health
and safety matters;
(z.16) take the prescribed steps to prevent and
protect against violence in the work place;
(z.17) post and keep posted, in a conspicuous
place or places where they are likely to come
to the attention of employees, the names, work
place telephone numbers and work locations of
all of the members of work place committees
or of the health and safety representative;
(z.18) provide, within thirty days after
receiving a request, or as soon as possible after
that, the information requested from the
employer by a policy committee under
subsection 134.1(5) or (6), by a work place
committee under subsection 135(8) or (9) or by
a health and safety representative under
subsection 136(6) or (7); and
(z.19) consult with the work place committee
or the health and safety representative on the
implementation and monitoring of programs
developed in consultation with the policy
committee.

z.09) en consultation avec le comite
d'orientation OU, defaut, le COmite local OU le
representant, d'elaborer des orientations et des
programmes en matiere de sante et de securite;

a

z. l 0)
de
repondre
par
ecrit
aux
recommandations du comite d' orientation, du
comite local ou du representant dans les trente
jours suivant leur reception, avec mention, le
cas echeant, des mesures qui seront prises et
des delais prevus cet egard;

a

z.11) de fournir au comite d 'orientation, ainsi
qu'au comite local ou au representant, copie de
tout rapport sur les risques dans le lieu de
travail, notamment sur leur appreciation;

a

z.12) de veiller ce que le comite local ou le
representant inspecte chaque mois tout ou
partie du lieu de travail, de fayon que celui-ci
soit inspecte au complet au moins une fois par
annee;
z.13) selon les besoins, d'elaborer et de mettre
en oeuvre, en consultation - sauf en cas
d'urgence - avec le comite d'orientation OU,
defaut, le comite local ou le representant, un
programme de fourniture de materiel,
d'equipement, de dispositifs OU de Vetements
de protection personnels, et d' en contrOler
l' application;

a

z.14) de prendre toutes les precautions
necessaires pour que soient portes a l' attention
de toute personne autre qu'un de ses
employes - admise dans le lieu de travail les
risques connus ou previsibles auxquels sa sante
et sa securite peuvent etre exposees;
z.15) de tenir au besoin avec le representant
des reunions ayant pour objet la sante et la
securite au travail;
z.16) de prendre les mesures prevues par les
reglements pour prevenir et reprimer la
violence dans le lieu de travail;
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-~lz.17) d'afficher en permanence dans un ou
plusieurs endroits bien en vue et frequentes par
ses employes les nom, numero de telephone au
travail et lieu de travail des membres des
comites locaux et des representants;
z.18) de fournir, dans les trente jours qui
suivent une demande a cet effet ou des que
possible par la suite, les renseignements exiges
soit par un comite d'orientation en vertu des
paragraphes 134.1(5) ou (6), soit par un comite
local en vertu des paragraphes 135(8) ou (9),
soit par un representant en vertu des
paragraphes 136(6) ou (7);
z.19) de consulter le comite local ou le
representant pour la mise en oeuvre et le
controle d' application des programmes
elabores en consultation avec le comite
d' orientation.
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